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Take me from the desperate place
Free me from my dying fate
Hold me while I take my last breath
Free me

Free me now
Free me from the anger and pain
Let me contemplate sorrow
Let it all fade away

This place in time
Full of regrets and shame
Staring at a wall of faces
Faces with no names

A man on a ledge
Is a man on the edge
Looking down upon the world
Chasing shadows in the wind
Freeing himself
From the edge of forever

Voices beckoning to me
Recalling a life full of emptiness
I'm losing consciousness
The voices are calling my name

A man on a ledge
Is a man on the edge
Looking down upon the world
Chasing shadows in the wind
Freeing himself
From the edge of forever

A man on a ledge
Is a man on the edge
Looking down upon the world
Chasing shadows in the wind
Freeing himself
From the edge of forever
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Awakened by a cold wind
A pool of sweat has formed below me
The open window
Breathes life back inside of me
Am I dreaming
Or am I facing the hands of fate?
Reliving years of sorrow
In a matter of seconds it seems
Freedom

A man on a ledge
Is a man on the edge
Looking down upon the world
Chasing shadows in the wind
Freeing himself
From the edge of forever
Forever

Free me now
Free me from the anger and pain
Let me contemplate sorrow
Let me find my way

Hold me now
Hold me and cast away the shadows
Don't let it end
Don't let my life slip away
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